
High performance without efforts

Excellent cutting performance
with compact dimensions,

a light design and
enormous power reserves 

1.      Adjustable rubber dumped handles reduce

         transport/storage space, and offer some operator

         customization

2.      Cutting depthcontrol crank handle has a lock to

         set the cutting at a certain depth

3.      With central lifting hook for easy lifting of the           

         machine using cranes or fork lifts

4.      Strengthened steel frame provides  full         

         protection of the engine

5.     With central lifting hook for easy lifting of the     

         machine using cranes or fork lifts

6.     One touch blade guard due to the hinge the    

        blade guard can instantly and easily be opened 

        anytime without any tools

7.     Mud flaps scrape debris and mud during cutting

8.     Very large water tank for longer continued    

        operation

9.     Wire mesh with hose outlet of water tank for

        easy refilling

10.   Engine On/Off switch located conveniently at the    

        operator panel of the machine for easy

        and safe access

11.   Engine throttle control lever near the console for  

        safe and easy access

12.   A drain valve at water tank for easy disposal of   

        unused water without tools

BFS 16
BFS 18(D)
BFS 20(D)

Originaly Imported
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German Quality



BFSX
BFSX

Gasoline Floor Saws

BFSX 18D
BFSX 20D
Item Number: 0630133
                       0630134

ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES:

Adjustable rubber damped handles reduce transport/storage space, and offer some operator adjustment.

Grab handles at the front for lifting on/off a truck for instance.

Strengthened steel frame provides full protection of the engine.

With central lifting hook for easy lifting of the machine using cranes or fork lifts. 

Mechanical semi-self propelled drive control for smooth forward and backward operation.

Engine throttle control lever located conveniently near the console for easy and safe access.

Very large water tank for continued operation.

Cutting depth control crank handle has a lock to set the cutting at a certain depth.

A drain valve at the water tank allows for easy disposal of excess water without tools.

BFSX 18D

BFSX 20D

Higher performance without
effort! 
    These floor saws are uncompromising. They
combine an excellent cutting performance with
compact dimensions and a light design, thus
making their weight of hardly any importance
during transport.
The engines on the other hand are extremely
impressive, as they run tenaciously and with
reliability even under the most difficult conditions 
due to their enourmous power reserves.



Specifications may change due to continuous product development.

www.wackerneuson.com

Standard Package         Model Guide
          
Gasoline Floor Saws                      includes water tank,                      B          = Gasoline                         D  =  Drive, semi-self propelled
BFSX 18D                                      2 open-ended spanners,               FS        = Floor saw                              
BFSX 20D                                      operator‘s manual and                  18, 20   = Blade diameter (inches)
                                                       parts book                                         

A wide range of accessories are available upon request.
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Technical Data

Dry weight (without water/fuel)

Operating weight

Length x width x height (handle not extended)

Blade diameter

Arbor diameter

Nominal blade speed

Max. cutting depth

Water tank capacity

Engine type                                                                                                                 Air-cooled, single cylinder, 4-cycle gasoline engine

Engine model        Wacker Neuson WM400

Displacement

Max. output power

Rated Speed

Fuel type

Fuel consumption

Fuel tank capacity

Starter

BFSX 20D                                                   

129                                                    

154 

1070 x 556 x 1045                  

305-500

25.4        

2676                                                             

(500 mm/20 in. diameter blade) 200                                                           

45

                   

    

404

10.3 (14) (SAE J1995)

3600                                              

Gasoline 

1.75 

7.0 

Recoil

BFSX 18D

128

153

1045 x 556 x 1045

305-450

25.4

2676

(450 mm/18 in. diameter blade) 175

45

                   

404

10.3 (14) (SAE J1995)

3600

Gasoline

1.75

7.0

Recoil

Unit

kg

kg

mm

mm

mm

rev/min

mm

l

                   

cm3

kW (hp)

rpm

l/hr

liters


